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Plot Communications - Construction Comms Problem Confidential

Some Stats

JOBSITE COMMUNICATION IS A WELL-KNOWN & EXPENSIVE PROBLEM.

Despite significant recent funding into construction technology, 
most digital communication is still through email, phone, & text.

COMPANY-TO-COMPANY 
COORDINATION

60%
of general contractors see problems with 
coordination and communication between 
project team members

*Autodesk + Dodge Data & Analytics

ON-SITE PEOPLE 
MANAGEMENT

35%
of construction professionals’ time is 
wasted spent in conflict resolution, dealing 
with mistakes and rework.

*Autodesk + FMI

POOR COMMUNICATION 
CREATES REWORK

31$
spent on rework due to miscommunication 
and inaccessible data, amounting to 48% of all 
rework. $230 Billion Worldwide

*PlanGrid + FMI
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Plot Communications - The Superintendent Switchboard Confidential

Problem

THE SUPERINTENDENT SWITCHBOARD

TRADE 
CONTRACTORS 
ON-SITE PER DAY

7+
DELIVERIES 
PER DAY

12
CALLS  
PER DAY

45
The superintendent's job is to run the day-to-day operations 
on the construction site. This results in the superintendent 
becoming central to all conversation, even low-level tasks. 

Unfortunately, Superintendents spend most of their 
day executing tasks beneath their ability & pay grade.
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10:21

(316) 213-4139
Missed Call

Wed
00:13

(316) 213-2139
When are you leaving Grover La...

Wed

Abe Garcia
phone

Wed
08:25

sam@abcsupply.com
Your order is ready for delivery...

Wed

sales@rentalz.bi
zInvoice #4255223 is attached...

Tues

(346) 518-9706
We will be onsite at 9

Tues

Jane Simmons
Yes, they are ready for final inspe...

Tues

(913) 424-4389
Missed Call

Tues
03:54

(316) 213-6739
Where should we unload?

Tues
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Solution

A multi-company messenger, linked to 
a jobsite map, and shared calendar.

LOGISTICS MAPPING
Geolocated gates, laydown areas, and other points-of-
interest get suppliers to the right spot with ease.

DELIVERY SCHEDULER
Deliveries are managed to show up at the right 
place at the right time so you can handle them.

PROJECT DISCUSSIONS
A messenger with contextualized channels to foster 
collaboration with natural language translation.
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CUTTING EDGE COLLABORATION. 
COMMON SENSE



Plot Communications - The Solution is PLOT Confidential

Product

JOBSITE LOGISTICS

SHAREABLE JOBSITE PROFILE
Project team members can share links & QR 
codes instead of sharing PDFs w/ addresses.

GEO-LOCATED MARKUPS
Multiple gate locations, off-site parking, laydown 
areas are navigable in a simple click.

PROJECT RADAR
Our embedded Aeris Weather radar allows 
project teams to see the storm coming. 
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Plot Communications - The Solution is PLOT Confidential

Product

DELIVERY CALENDAR

SHARED CALENDAR & SCHEDULER
The Deliveries Calendar keeps everyone 
informed of inbound shipments.

MICRO-LOGISTICS FOR DELIVERY
Assigning a geo-located gate or road to the delivery gives all 
the information a driver needs, and only that information.

TEXT / EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS AND REMINDERS
Suppliers can stay informed of the updated date/time and 
location of the delivery, and confirm 24 hour reminder.
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Plot Communications - The Solution is PLOT Confidential

Product

COORDINATION CHANNELS

BROADCAST CHANNEL
Quickly message all PLOT users, as well as Guest Users, 
through email and/or text messages. 

COORDINATION CHANNELS
Coordination channels are structured to follow the 
sequence of construction for trade-to-trade collaboration.

AUTOMATIC LANGUAGE TRANSLATION
Each user can send and receive messages in their native 
language, automatically translated to 56 languages.
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